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These can take the form of square
sandwiches or even bulky items
such as bags of candy or fruit.
These are essential in keeping up
your energy levels through the day.
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Hydration! Hydration!
Hydration! Liquid is the key to
staying hydrated, which helps with
learning and staying alive.
However, it is risky to include
liquid in your pack because if spills,
you’ll be in trouble, especially if you
have a laptop in there.
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These aren’t required
everyday, but lugging around the
weight will help burn off useless
calories and help develop you a
mighty study hump. Depending on
your subject load you could have
that sexy Quasimodo look by the
end of this semester.
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The cornerstone of any
university students’ arsenal. Your
laptop is essential for remaining
on Facebook while at lectures and
in cafes. If people don’t see you
writing, how will they ever know
you do? I’m such a titanic hypocrite
writing this, as I am in a café with
my mocha. Viva la self loathing!
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Always have tissues handy because
bath towels are just too
cumbersome. Furthermore, seeing
as the likelihood of your
gallivanting around the universe
is unlikely, tissues will more than
suffice. Anyone who hasn’t read The
Hitchhikers Guide to the Universe
will not get this blurb at all.
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Flatness is the key to the success
of your laptop bag. Flat foods,
flat books, flat laptop. Umbrellas
can be clipped on the side as
can drinks to protect your
laptop. If you plan your bag
daily, you’ll be a resounding
success in the eyes of
your peers.
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Despite being a bit boring and
uninspired, you can fit more
than anyone else in your bag.
Furthermore, you have still
retained the ability to run, which
means you can now escape
quickly from people making
fun of your bag. Also, unlike the
other bags, you can fit pets in
your backpack and take them
on an excursion to uni for
the day!
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As with all ladies’ fashion, the
secret is fashion sense. Gucci,
Prada, Adidas or Pentium, it
doesn’t matter as long as you
accessories correctly. The bag
can be a microcosm
representation of your ability to
gauge social situations correctly
and adaptation to match them.
Everyday is a challenge just
waiting to be met! Take your
purse, pack it right and seize
the world!
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It’s always good to be prepared.
The trick is to buy the right sized
umbrella that can fit anywhere.
Most can even clip onto the outside
of your pack.

Cutting Edge Technology
Clear Aligners Invisalign
Lingual Braces
Self Ligating Low Friction Braces
Orthodontic
Implant
Anchorage
Adult
Functional
Appliances
radiance
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Dr. Gareth Ho
Specialist Orthodontist
B.D.S.(H.K.), M.D.Sc.Orthod.(Syd), M.D.Sc.(Melb)
F.R.A.C.D.S., M.R.A.C.D.S.(Orth), M.R.A.C.D.S.(Paed)

Are you looking for an
experienced orthodontist to
continue your existing
orthodontic treatment in
Sydney?
Do you want to straighten
your teeth before your
graduation photo session?

Booking Hotline
1800 302 232

SPECIAL OFFER
TO UNSW STUDENTS
Free Invisalign Assessment
15% Off for International
Students!*
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You know what these various items
of loathing are. Condoms,
medicinal tablets, tampons,
make-up, etc, etc. The only limit to
the unmentionables is pack space.

The Australian Centre
for Adult Orthodontics
and Orthopaedics
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The versatility is only
counteracted by the fact that
you’re essentially holding a big
purse. But then again, you can
claim that you’re trying to
abolish typically established
gender roles in society, which
is exactly what a university
student would say.

10% Off First Consultation
No Referral is Required.
Booking is Essential
Suite 38, Level 3,
650 George Street,
Sydney 2000
(World Square Complex)
*Conditions apply
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